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Question: A 2011 Citroen C5

2.0 HDi we have just serviced,

has the engine oil level warning

message displayed, even

though the engine oil is correct.

There are also trouble codes

stored in the multifunction

control module fault memory:

B1818, F159. Have you any

ideas where to start to fix this

car?

Answer: Yes, we are aware

of a problem affecting C5 III models with

RHD/RHE/RHH engine codes. The cause is due

to an unsatisfactory design of the engine

dipstick tub,  restricting entry of engine oil

leading to an incorrect engine oil level reading.

Remove the engine dipstick tube Fig.1.1.

Modify the engine dipstick tube by cutting 6

cm off the end section Fig.1.2. Refit engine

dipstick tube. Check engine oil level is correct.

Then erase all trouble codes. 

Citroen C5 III: Engine oil level warning 

ZF Aftermarket has produced some useful

information on the plentiful work

available for garages, in the light commercial

vehicle chassis sector and how its Lemförder

brand has the right parts to meet demand.

High mileage, heavy loads and

constant use means light commercial vehicles

are subjected to considerable pressure and

stress. 

Many LCVs frequently operate at

maximum payload and while the chassis

itself may be designed for this kind of usage,

compression ball and tie rod joints, stabilizer

links and other steering and chassis parts

suffer considerably under this permanent

load. ZF Aftermarket therefore recommends

garages visually inspect the chassis and test it

for height clearance each time an LCV comes

in, replacing damaged and worn

components as applicable. This is the only

way of guaranteeing safe vehicle handling

and ensuring the vehicle passes the next

vehicle safety inspection, as test centres have

hydraulic joint play detectors that ruthlessly

pinpoint faults within the chassis system.

The Lemförder chassis range is

frequently updated to meet latest LCV

demand patterns. Recent new additions

include: 

• Axle boot and steering system for the 

Ford Transit/Tourneo Custom

• Inner tie rod, tie rod and tie-rod end for 

Citroën/Jumpy/Peugeot Expert/Toyota

Proace

• Rear-axle mount and stabilizer mount

for 

VW T5/T6 and Crafter

• Front-axle mount and control arm for 

VW Crafter

• Front-axle control arm and steering

knuckle for Renault Kangoo and Mercedes

Citan

The complete range of Lemförder
chassis products is available from
stockists nationwide. 

ZF supplies latest
LCV chassis
solutions

Remove bottom 6cm (at 2 above) from the dipstick (1)

Schaeffler engineers have always advised

against fitting mismatched clutch

components, and have now identified a specific

case where the installation of a non-LuK clutch,

combined with a genuine LuK concentric slave

cylinder (CSC), can result in clutch release system

leakage.

Schaeffler has updated its packaging to

include a warning label, advising against this

practice. The affected LuK CSC (510 0180 10)

will now feature a non-verbal instruction that

explicitly tells technicians not to use the

component in conjunction with a non-LuK

manufactured clutch. A large number of Alfa

Romeo, Fiat and Opel models are affected by

this.

Some non-LuK

manufactured clutches

deviate from genuine

Schaeffler specifications and

standards and require higher

pedal loads to operate. As a

result, this can subject the

CSC to excessive loading,

which can cause a

roughening of the guide

sleeve. This then causes the

seal to wear prematurely

and, therefore, leak.

In order to prevent this type

of damage, Schaeffler

recommends this particular

CSC should only be installed

with LuK-manufactured

clutches or as a complete LuK RepSet Pro

solution, including a LuK CSC. Schaeffler

recommends that this is also best practice for all

LuK clutch components, which have been

designed, manufactured and precision-matched

to work perfectly together.

REPXPERT, Schaeffler’s online workshop

portal, uploads service information technical

bulletins on a regular basis. These update users

on the latest fitting tips or physical product

changes for its LuK, INA and FAG ranges. Signing

up to REPXPERT is easy and free-of-charge. Users

can gain access to valuable technical information

on all Schaeffler products and systems, thanks to

the partnership with TecAlliance. For more visit

www.repxpert.co.uk.

Installation of a non-LuK clutch, combined with a genuine LuK concentric
slave cylinder (CSC), can result in clutch release system leakage

Schaeffler advises against fitting
mismatched clutch components




